
let us be off  anywhere (the ice storm)

mark so

[several analog radios & several sustaining pitched instruments
widespread across a nondescript open terrain

late afternoon/early evening

[each radio player chooses a frequency band (am, fm, shortwave, etc.) and starting frequency

[each instrumentalist chooses a starting pitch to sustain

all fade in quickly (over about 30”-45”), more or less together, to a full-sounding level
[generally balanced, loud enough to blend into a somewhat opaque overall “din”

each sustains at this level (on the starting frequency/pitch) for an individually determined period lasting about 1' - 7'

...people go outside and say will you look at that. And by then it's of  course starting to collapse. Diamond rubble, all  
galled glitter, heaps of  this and that in corners and beside posts where the draft has left them—are you sure it's this  
you were waiting for...  And the exact name of  the season that stings  like a needle made of  frozen mercury falls  
through the infinitesimal hole in our consciousness,  to plummet hundreds of  leagues  into the  sea and vanish in a  
perpetual descent toward the  ocean floor,  whatever  and wherever  that may be, and the great undersea storms and  
cataclysms will leave no trace on the seismographs each of  us wears in the guise of  a head.

[...]

I am being taken out into the country. Trees flash past. All is perhaps for the best then since I am going, and they are  
going with us, with us as we go. The past is only a pond. The present is a lake of  grass. Between your two futures,  
yours and his, numbing twigs chart the pattern of  lifeless chatter in shut-down night, starstruck the magnitudes that  
would make us theirs, too cold to matter to themselves, let us be off  anywhere, to Alaska, to Arizona. I am fishing for  
compliments. The afternoon lasts forever.

     – John Ashbery, “The Ice Storm”

each then gradually fades away on her own over a long to very long period, lasting about 10' - 1 hour (or even longer)

while fading away, each may execute a very gradual frequency glide or glissando
[ascending or descending, steady and continuous as possible

[silence after all have faded away completely
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